
RESOLUTION NO. 2900

WHEREAS, the Albany City Council has publicly supported both state and federal
legislation to improve and make more efficient the use of Oregon land and its
resources; and

WHEREAS,  there is currently a bill before the United States Senate  ( S.
1436) designed to revise, streamline, and make more efficient the review of land
and resource management plans together with sales and other actions implementing
such plans, to clarify the jurisdiction and powers of the courts with regard to
the review of such plans and actions pursuant thereto; and

WHEREAS, the Albany City Council has carefully reviewed this proposed federal
legislation introduced by Oregon Senator Bob Packwood,  long-time supporter of
sound practices in the management of U.S.  Forest Service and Bureau of Land
Management properties; and

WHEREAS, the interest and well-being of the citizens of Albany, Linn County, and
much of the State of Oregon is entrusted in such legislation.

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Albany City Council affirms its support
to this measure ( S. 1436)  and directs the Mayor to communicate to Senator
Packwood the content of this resolution.

DATED THIS 11TH DAY OF OCTOBER 1989.

h~~,Mayor
ATTEST:



Ec~.....,c.,,~               ~o ~.,,~.~ .,..,,o,,                                                                        

RECEIVED
M D~CH~. SOUTH D~OTA COMMI~EE ON FINANCE

WASHINGTON, DC 2051~6200

OCT 10 1989
M~ MC~UFFt MI~RI~ CHIEF OF $V'F October 5,       1989

ITY OF ALBANY

The Honorable Ieith Robthough
City of Albany
441 6th Avenue

Albany, Oregon 97321

Dear Mayor Rohrbough;

Recently I introduced legislation -- S. 1436 -- to

streamline the process of Judicial review of Forest Service
and Bureau of Land Management decisions. My bill would

rationalize court review procedures so that challenges to

Forest Service and BLM actions are brought at the appropriate
times in the appropriate courts. It would insure that

existing management plans remain in effect while legal
challenges are decided, and that forest management decisions,
once made by the federal agencies and approVed by the courts,
become final and not subject to repeated attack.

My bill would not limit Judicial review. It would not

prevent anyone from going to court and winning a case that is

valid on its merits. Instead, it represents an attempt to

correct ambiguities and loopholes in current court

procedures. The bill would apply equally to lawsuits filed

by environmental groups and the timber industry. It is not a

complete response to the old growth controversy, but it will

help provide something both sides deserve: certainty.

I have enclosed a copy of the bill, and my statement of

introduction, for your info~mation.

Your support will aid this cause. If possible, I would

appreciate having a formal resolution of support so I can add

the Albany city council to the list of supporters. Please

let me know your position by writing'me in care of my Oregon
Field Office, 101 S.W. Main Street, Suite 240, Portland,
Oregon 97204-3210.

Thanks for your interest in this issue and for your
consideration.

Sincerely,

B~~0BpACK~WO~
BP/Ohh
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Senate

By Mr. PACKWOOD:

S. 1436. A bill to revise. stremT, llne.

and make more efficient the review of

land and resource management platre.
together with sales tnlt other ~etions

in which the bulk of Oregon's avail-
implementing such phtns. to clarify able timber supply is subject to Feder-
the lurksdiction and powers of the

al environmental and regulatory stab

courts with regard to ~the review of
utes. administrative planning process-

such plaxm and actions pursuant there-              
es. and judicial review of tile enti:e

to. and for other purp{xses; to the
system by.which such Federal timber

Committee on the Judiciary.                         lands are managed.
ta~cn~us^~mnvrst~xtwĉr Federal law m---ndates that these

Mr. PACKWOOD. Mr. President, I lands be managed for multiple use, in-
rise today to introduce S. 1436 the eluding oudoor recreation, range land,
Land Management Review Act of 1989.                 sustained yield of timber, watershed,
This act would unify and strenrn!Lne and conservation of fish and wildlife.
the now abysmnn y complicated and The task of balancing these multiple,
tortuous process of judicikl review of and often conflicting, purposes is not

decksions relating to management of an easy one. By and large, however,
Federal tLmber lands.                               the Forest Sen'ice and Bureau of Land'

It is a trvi-qm that the lifeblood of Management have done a commends-

the Oregon economy is the timber in-                ble Job in striking such a balance. Suf-

dustry. Oregon possesses some of the rice it to say that. in attempting to do

most beautiful and productive forests so, no one point of view can claim corn-

in the world. These forest lanci-q pro-             .' plete victory.
vide clean drinking water, recreation,              Federal planning for timber land can

w~derness. Wildlife habitats, and jobs.             be traced primarily back to 1976. In

The timber and forest products in-                  that year, Congress enacted the

dustry provides approximatley 77,400 riohal Forest Management Act

Jobs in my State, far and away Or-                  . [NF1ViAI and the Federal Land Policy
egon's 1}trgest manufacturing- based in-             and Management · Act [ FLPM A].

dustry. Twice that many Oregonfans These acts required' the Porest Sen'ice

are indirectly employed as a result of and BLM, respectively, to prepare

forest products manufacturing. The comprehensive long-range land and re-

ingUStry contributed more than $3.0 source management plans for the

billion to Oregon's gross State product lands within their jurisdiction- This

in 1936. Even this figure is low. be-               planning process was explicitly de-

cause it does not take into account the signed to encourage public pazticipa-

multiplier effect that the industry ere-            tion, in order to take account of the

ares for the State's economy.                       opinions of ~terested parties as the

Oregon accounts for more than one-                  plans were being developed. These

fifth of the Nation's production of planning processes have now been un-

softwood lumber. It can thus be derway for 10 years. Indeed,' the BLM

stated, without exaggeration, that Or-              is in the process of developing its

egon's timber industry is crucial not second set of plans for the 1990's.

onb' to Oregon itself, but to the Notwithstandhxg the expectation
Nation,%swell.                                      that these indepth planning proce-

Unlike other timber.producing dures would result in competent, fa-

Stares, especially those h~ the North-              tional management, the result has

east amd Southeast, more than half of been anything but encouraging. The

the timber lands in Oregon are owned planning process is at a rirt.u~l stand-

by the Federal Government. Of the 28 still, as are sales of timber from Feder-

million acres of timber lancks in the al lands, as a result of a multiplicity of

State. 16million acres(57 percent)are lawsuits, as well as the threat of

managed either by the U.S. Forest future litigation. challenging the plan-

service or the Bureau of Land Manage-               ning process and decisions impleznent-

merit. This creates a unique situation ing the plans.



This litigation sterns in part from le-               to second-guess the decisions of the Elimination of Judicial review of re-
gitimzte concern over environmental Forest Service and BLM. and to substi-               gtonal guides will not result'in preJu-
issues. Individuals and organintlons rule the judgment of the court for dice to any interest. Regional guides,
have had serious and honorable con-                   that of the agency,! notwithstanding and the decisions called for therein,
ecrns that decisions of the'Forest the agency's obvious expertise in the t~ll only be meaningful if the plan~
Service and BLM will impact adversely field.                                               that are later developed conform to
on the land, its resources, and its in-               As I stated previously, I have no the guides. Since the guides are draft-
habitants. These individuals and orga-                quibble witl~ anyone who can win their ed for the subsequent forest plans to
nisations have challenged such agency case on the merits. I do have strong follow, any objectionable decision
actions in court on the basis of non- 

I

objections, however, to use of the judi-             should be reflected in the plan itself,
compliance - with various Federal star-                cial system to obtain victory by delay.              at which point it win be challengeable
utes.                                                 That is not what these ~'arious acts

in court. If the plan, for some reason.,
I do d~,' for I second, begrudge contemplate, and it is completely con-               

does not conform with the objection-
these individuals and organizations trary to any notion of good, rational able provision of the regional guide,
the right to their opinion or the right decisionmaking.                                      the challenge would be moot in any
to challenge these various decisions in This planning by ] udiclal decree

event. The net result ~ll be the elirot-
the courts. I coP_alder that to be a must stop. It is causing severe econom-              

nation of a layer of Judicial review
Proper use of our Judicial system, and lc hardship to citizens of my State and

without any loss in the ability of a
I have nO intention of seeking to limit of other States as well. In addition, it challenger to prevail on the merits.

The next Dreraise of my bill is thatthe grounds on which decisions of the Is seriously jeopardizing the timber in-             
challengers to agency actions shouldForest Service and BLM are chal-                      dustry, which as I stated previously, is
bring their challenge to the agencylonged. If these individuals and organi-              the lifeblood of the S~ate.              .           
fwst, and should thereafter utilize allzations can prove the validity of their

Many sawmills in Oregon have
avenues for challenge within theclaims in court, on the merits, I wish closed down because of a shortage of
agency. ThIs is generally kno~ as thethem well. They deserve to win their logs to cut into finished wood prod-                  doctrine of "exhaustion of administra-case, and no one should seek to pro-                 nets. In Dart, this shortage is caused
tide remedies." The requirement thatvent them from doing so.                             

by the export of a significant volume adralnistratlve remedies be exhaustedWhat I am concerned with, however,                   of unfinished logs to Pacific Rim na-                 Is generally a judicially-imp0sed pro-is the use of delay inherent in our ju-              tions. The other reason, however, is requIsite, which is often disputed bydiclal system to win de facto victories              ' 
that timber companies have been pro-                challengers.without the necessity of winning the
vented from harvesting timber from My bill would eliminate these dIs-case on the merits. It has become a
Federal lands.

PoPular tactic of individuals and orga-                                                                    putes and any uncertainty over wheth-
nizations seeking to stop the logging

That is the reason that I am lntro-                   er the requirement of exhaustion
of Federal timber lands to challenge ductrig this bill, the Land Management plies. The bill would provide statutori-

agency actions in court. at every stage~             
Review Act of 1989. It would set forth ly that exhaustion of administrative

of the planning ~rocess. The courts'                 the procedures by which planning and remedies is a prerequisite to Judicial
have responded to this redundant liti-,~             plan implementation decisions of the.                 review. In order for a challenge to be
gation by issuing sweeping injunctions

Forest Service and the BLM would be brought in court to a decision adopt-
which effectively prevent the agencies reviewable in court. It would bring to-               ing, amending, revIsing, implementing, ~'-~
charged with completing the planning '               gether in one place the rules concern-                or declining to adopt, mend, re~se or /

process from carrying out their man-                 ing when challenges could be brought,                 implement a plan, the challenger must .....
date to do so.                                       regardless of what ground the chal-                   have first participated in the agency's

The problem of delay inherent in lenge is based. It would eliminate any decision-making process, beginning at
the Judicial system is compounded in overlap or conflict between the stat-                 the earliest stage possible. In many
thIs situation by the existence of sev-              utes which may be applicable to such cases, thIs would occur when the
oral ststutes which apply in various planning decisions.                                   agency invites comments on its draft

ways to the planning process for Fed-                ThIs bill would not alter, in any way,                plans, together with its draft environ-
oral lands. Their confusing and often the standards and requirements of mental impact statement. The chal-

conflicting directiDes, and the uncer-               those various statutes. I do not seek to longer would be required W set forth

tainty about how these statutes are to make it impossible for challengers of i~s written objections in a timely
work together, have provided opportu-                agency decisions to Drove their case on manner and with specifictry. In addi-
nitlos to stop the planning process al-              -the merits. What I do seek to do is                  ~ion, the challenger would be further
together.                                            make sense of a hodge-podge of proce-                 required to utilize every subsequent

First, there are the statutes which dural requirements which have proDid-                 administrative remedy ava~able before
establish .. the_ planning .._. processes.           .ed challengers with theability to shut the agency'~ This ~/ill' hS/zr~ that the
NFMA--applicable to lands under down agency decisionmaking, what-                     challenger participates to the fuHest
management of the Forest Service--                   ever the merits of their case may be.                 extent possible in the making Of the
and FLPMA--applicable to the Bureau ThIs. bill was developed only after decision. The Sul~reme Court has rec-
of Land Management. These statutes extensive consultation with many an-                  ognlzed that the administrative proc-
provide criteria according to which the thortries in the field. In particular, I ess can be " a game or a forum to
respective plans must be developed wish to express my appreciation for engage in unjusttried obstructlonism
and implemented.                                     the wise counsel of individuals with by making cryptic reference to mat-

In addition, there are a number of the Departments of Agriculture, Into-                 ters that 'ought to be considered' and
other, overlapping, statutes with riot, and Justice. While these Depart-                then, after failing to do more to bring
which the agencies must comply in de-                merits have not expressed their ofliclal the matter to the agency's attention,
veloping and imple~nenting these position on the legIslation I introduce seeking to have that agency determi-
plans. Included among these statutes today, the technical guidance they nation vacated on the ground that the
are the Nat':onal Environmental Policy have given me has been invaluable. In agency failed to consider matters
Act of 1969 [ NEPAl, the Clean Air addition, I have met and talked with                  'forcefully presented.'" Vermont
Act, the Clean Water Act, the Endan-                 attorneys representing organizations Yankee N,,clear Power Corp. v. Nat,,.
gored Species Act, and the W~derness with interests in this type of litigation,            ral Re~o~trces Defense Co,,nc~!, Inc.,
Act. These statutes were enacted by and private practice attorneys reDre-                 435 U.S. 519, 553-54 (1978). My bill
Congress at different times, to address souring individual clients. Altogether,               would prevent thIs from occurring in
different goals, often with conflicting the people whose input has been so the context of Forest Service
procedures and substantive standards helpful are the people who will ha~e BLM plans and their tmplementatio"h.
and requirements. Congress gave no to function under the rules set forth After the challenger has exhausted

thought whatsoever as to how an in my bill..                                          its administrative remedies, a court

agency, charged with compliance with My bill proceeds from the premise challenge could be brought. The bill
each of these statutes, was to do so in that there may be certain agency d~.ci-               specifies which court Is the appropri-
light of their often conflicting require-            slons which are not appropriate to                    ,ate forum for review of a particular
merits.                                        ~      challenge in court. In particular, my                'agency decision.

These oft conflicting goals and pro-                  concern here are the so~alled regional In 1975, the Administrative Confer-
ceclures have enabled opponents~ of                   --guides 4~f the -Forest-$c,-vice~. -Regional once of - the United States-issued~ its

logging on Federal timber lands to guides are not required by any statute.               recommendations for "The Choice of

bring challenges to such logging on a Instead, they are called for in the Forum for Judicial Review of Adminis-

multitude of grounds, and at various Forest Service regulations. They are trattve-Actlon," which Is published at

times throughout the pining proc-                     intended to provide general guidelines I CPR § 305.75-3 {1-1-88 Edition). The

ess. The tactic of delay has been as for the drafting of the various forest Administrative Conference was ere-

powerful a weapon as has winning on plan& These documents are not self-                   ated by Congress for the purpose of
the merits. The bid and contract proe-                executing; they only set forth goals studying and recommending improve-f"'~
ess by which timber on Federal land is which the various plans, which are re-                ments to administrative procedures. ~
sold necessitates that there not be quired by statute, should accomplish.                 The recommendations on the forum

undue delay in between the time the Since regional guides are not re-                     for Judicial review called for direct ap-
hid is made and the timber are cut. If quired by statute, since they are not peals of agency decIsions to the circuit

there is delay, the economies of the self-executing, and since they are only courts of appea~s in cases in which the

transaction often change, making the the umbrella document by under record of the agency is adequate for

sale unfea~ible.                                      which the required plans are to be de-                review, such as in the case of notice

Unfortunatly, the courts have con-                    veloped, there is no Teason why the and comment rule-making. The con-

tributed to the success of this delaying guides themselves ought to be challen-                forenee indicted that direct review in

tactic by their ~-illingness to issue geable in court. Nevertheless, they are,              the courts of appeal is generally desir-

sweeping injunctions which have re-                   under an unreported decision of the able in the interest of economy and of-

suited in an almost complete stoppage U.S. District Court of the Western ficiency, especially where the public
of timber sales in Oregon and else-                   District of Washington ( the Pilchuck interest requires prompt, authoritative

where. In addition, the courts in many decIsion).                                            determination of the validity of the

cases ha:'e been altogether too willing                                     ~2,                             [action]. The only caveat was that the



cases should not be so 2real in number My bill seeks to eliminate this state decision m~less shown to be arbitraryas*to overburden the courts of appeal.                          of limbo by providing that if the plan and capricious.but the cases for which direct appeal is, not challenged in court or. if chat-                    I heartly concur. and my bill wouldts appropriate are these that resolve lenged,. is found valid, it will not be apply this arbitrary and capriciousissues of law and policy of ~Jor subject to further challenge--that is,                      standard to Judicial resdew of all as-impact.                                                      it will be final. Chr, llenges could still pects of Forest SerVice and BLLf plan-Agency decisions approving forest be brought to particular implementing ning and implementation decisions,I~lans fit these criteria perfectly. The decisions. In addition, agencies could not Just those implicating N~x~A. Thisplans required by NFIVIA and FLPI~4A always be requested to amend plans will accomplish two things: First, itare subject to a comrnex~t period after based on new information, which ff will eliminate any ambiguity thatpublication of notice in the Federal not done, would be subject to Judicial exist under present law as to whatRegister. Especially ff challengers are review under these same procedures.                         standard of review my apply toreclulred to participate in the comment But at least the Forest Service and grounds for challenge other thanprocess and subsequent agency reme-                             BLM. once a plan is in place and found under NEPA, and, second, will assuredies as a prerequisite to challenging valid, would have the ability to that the courts apply a unlforxn stand-the agency decision in court, there is
manage in accordance with that plan.                        ard of review for all aspects of allvirtual s-~qurance that the record The grounds on which . an agency de-                         forest planning and implementationbelow ~il be adequate for the courts cisiou! could be i challenged would be caseS.of appeals to render a decision. If the limited to those raised before the The final premise of my bin is thatrecord is not adequate for some
agency. This is merely a corollary to JudiCial remedies ought to be limitedreason, my bill provides that the case the rule that requires exhaustion of to the actions being challenged beforewill be remanded to the agency for
administrative remedies. It would be the court. Courts have, in certain in-further factfinding. Direct appeal to
an exercise in absurdity to require stances, sho~ a willingness to tnuethe courts of appeal are clearly war-                           
that a challenger raise objections with injunctions stopping all planning andranted in terms of efficiency and econ-                         
specificity before the agency, ff the implementation decisions. My billonly. Finally. because the number of
challenger were then Permitted to would stop this practice. In the case offorest plans will be relatively small.                        raise entirely new arguments before JudiCial review of plans, the courtthere should be no risk that the couxls the court. My bill would provide that could enjoin new plans pending itsof appeal will be seriously burdened by the grounds for challenge before the review. However, the Secretary wouldproviding for direct appeals to the court would be limited to those raised then !have the option of reinstatingcdurts of apPeals.                                              before the agency.                                          the previous plan, under which theWith regard to actions Implementing In addition, the review before the Secretary could continue to functionplan decisions, such as timber sales.                           court would be on the record produced until the court reached its decision onthe criteria set out by the Administra-                         before the agency. Again, it would be the new plan. The court would havetire Conference did not apply with absurd to require exhaustion of reme-                       

no power to enjoin the previous plan,equal force. While in many cases the dies but!yet allow new evidence to be
if it had ~previously become final and

record of the agency would be ade:                              adnxitted in court. My bill would pro-                      
not subject to further review . in the

quate for the courts of appeal t5 vide that the new court*s review would
courts. Similarly, ff the court was re-

render a decision, such would nodi be limited to the record, with two ex-                      viewing an agency decision'to amend a
always be the ca~e. If direct review in ceptions, In the case of plans, if the plan already in effect, the court could

the courts of apPeals were provided, it~                       court of appeals determined that the
enjoin implementation of the amend-

i meat pending its review, .but could notm ght then be necessary for the agen-                       record was inadequate for the court to
enjoin the plan to which the amend-

cies to provide more forrealized proc-                      render its decision, the court could
ment applied. This is consistent witheases for these decisions.. The net remand the case to the agency for fur-                      
the notion that a plan, once final, te-

L result might be greater delays, rather ther factfinding,'analySis, or' other ap-                   mains final.than speedlet decisions. Therefore, my proDriate action. The court could notbill provides that Judicial review of remand the case to the district courts.                     
With regard to Judicial review of

plan implementation decisions, such as This will eliminate the possibility of
sales and other in~plementing deci-

timber sales, shall occur in the first in-                  "Judicial ping-pong," where cases
sions, the court's remedy would be lira-

stance in the district courts.                                bounce back and forth between circuit
ited to the implementing decision

My bill would provide strict limits on and district courts, each time subject being challenged. The conrt could not
the time within which agency deci-                            to the ragaries of crowded dockets and enjoin the plan which the action was
sions could be appealed. In a situation higher Priorities. Remand to the

intended to implement. Similarly, the
in- which a challenger has participated agency will insure prompt attention by

court could not'enjoin any other sale
throughout the agency-.review and aD-                       the agency, which is the exPert in the

or action of the agency.
peals process, there is no ~ to pro-                        area, and is the organization charged

This legislation is intended to be ef-
vide a long period of t within with the responsibility for the I~lan.                      fe.ctive upon date of enactment. For
Which a challenger should .bring an In the case of implementing actions,                        

cases which are pending at that time,
action in court. To the contrary, there the district courts would be permitted this bill would apply as follows:
is every reason to require that the to admit new evidence, but only if the First~ csses challenging regional

challenge be brought as quickly as challenger were able to show by clear guides would be dismissed, since the
possible, so that the courts can seek to and convincing evidence that it could courts would no longer have jurisdic-
resolve the case as quickly as possible.                      not have produced that evidence tion to hear them;

Therefore, my bill provides that chal-                       before the agency because the evi-                          Second, c~ses in district court chal-
enges to plans must be brought dence did not exist and that such evi-                      lenging plans would be transferred to
within 120 days after final agency dence would have a significant effect the courts of appeals;
action on the plan, and that chal-                            

on the court's decision. This is intend-                    Third, the requirements for exhaus-
i lenges to implementing actions, such ed as a high standard for a challenger tion of administrative remedies would

as sales, be brought within 60 days of to meet. The court's consideration of,                      not apply. These requirements would
final agency action.

With regard to plans, ff no challenge
and decision in; the case should not be only apply to cases filed after date of

delayed simply because inconsequen-                         enactment;
is brought in court. or ff a challenge is tial evidence is sought to be admitted Fourth, the limitations on the
brought and the coral determines that or because a challenger failed to court's remedies would be apl~lied to
the plan is valid, the plan will not be submit evidence to the agency which all pending cases; and
subject to further challenge in any was othen' lse grailable.                                    Fifth, the provisions governing

i.,court. 
One of the ways in which The bi!l also makes clear that a chal-                      burden of proof and standard ofi~ timber planning and sale process has

leaget carries the burden of proof on review would apply to all pendingbeen brought to a halt in the West has all issues. While it is likely that this is cases.
been repeated challenges to plans at-                            

the case under present law, it is neces-                    In addition, with regard to plans
ready in effect. In substance what has

sary that this point be clarified, espe-                    ready outstanding, any new challengeshappened is that, based on the pessi-                            cially in light of the possible applica-                    would have to be brought within
bility that "new information" could be

tion of so many different statutes to days of date of enactment, subject to
developed, we have evolved into a

the planning process. Similarly, the all the requirements set forth in the
system in which there is no .finality.                        

challenger- would be responsible for bill.
Instead, we have "rolling challenges"                             

demonstrating that the agency deci-                         Mr. President, it is my belief Ithatto plans on the bas~ that they do not
take account of new information.                                   

sion was arbitrary, capricious, or an this measure is one which will benefit

Since new information is always being
abuse of discretion. It is wholly inap-                     all sides. No one really benefits when

developed, these plans can never be Propriate for courts to be attempting rational, deliberative decisions are

final.                                                           to substitute their Judgment for that passed over in favor of litigation. We

It is thus lack of finality which trou-                          
of the agencies with expertise in the must take steps to insure that agency

bled the Supreme Court most in the area. Agency decisions reflecting that decisions are made only after full par-

Vermont Yankee case. There. tile expertise are entitled to deference by ticipatlon by everyone interested in

Court stated:                                                    the courts. The Supreme Court recent-                       the decision, so that the agency can

Administrative consideration of evidence ly confirmed this principle in two take into consideration all evidence

alwa~-s creates a gad between the time
NEPA cases: March v. Oregon Natural available. At the same time, price that

the record ts closed and the time rite ad.'nin,                  l~esources Counci~ Inc. 109 S. Ct. 1851 has occurred, the agency decision
ilstrative decision is prom,lgatcd. *' * If                        (1989) and ttoberLson v. Methow Valley                      "must be upheld unless it is clearly
upon the coming down of the order litigants Citizens Council, 109 S. Ct. 1835 wrong. The courts do not have the ex-

might demand rehearing as a matter of law                        (1989).                                                     perfence or expertise that the agencies
r because some new circumstances has arisen.                       The Supreme Court in those cases have, and should have only a limited
some new trend has been obsen'ed. or some

held that under NEPA, the courts role to play in such decisionmaking.
new fact disco~'ered. there would oe litlie
hope that the administrative preccss could

must defer to "the informed discretion Forest planning by the courts is :not

ever be consaxmmated tn an order that Of the responsible Federal agencies,"                       the system which will allow this c0un-

would not be subject to reopening. 1435 U.8.                       and must not overturn the agency's try to best manage those precious re-

519. 554-55 ~1978L)                                                                                                            sources.



Mr. President. this bill, in terms of The xand Management Review Act

its impact on Oregon's principal indus-                     of 1989 would accomplish these goals
try, which is the timber industry. is by providin~ a coordinated system of

perhaps as significant a bill as could Judicial review for timber management
be introduced in this CongTess. Or-                         decisioas.

egon's timber industry today is being Specifically, the act would:

shut down because of Judiciary review First, require challengers to agency

of decisions relating to management of actions to have fully participated in

Federal timberlands, and that manage-                       the planning process before they could
merit and those decisions are incred-                       challenge agency actions in court;
ibly complicated and time-consuming.                        Second. eliminate-dupllcative litiga-
The timber industry is the lifeblood tion, by specifying when decisions are

of the State of Oregon. The industry reviewable, and by providing for chal-

provides about 7~.000 direct Jobs, to-                      lenges to plans to be fried directly in

gerber with countless Jobs indirectly.                      the Federal courts of appeals;
and the industry contributes over $3 Third, provide strict time deadlines

billion annually to the State of Or-                        for such challenges to be brought;
egon's economy. Oregon contributes Fourth, limit the grounds for chal-
one-fifth of all of the Nation's produc-                    lenge to those raised before the

tion of softwood lumber which, as the agency;
Chair well knows, is the principal con-                     r Fifth, limit the court's review to the

struction lumber used in the United record developed by the agency;,
States.                                                     Sixth, place the burden of proof on

There are sawmills in the State of the challenger to demonstrate that

Oregon that are closing down not for the agency acted arbitrarily and capti-
the lack of customers; they are closing ciously;
down for lack of logs to run through Seventh~ provide that ff a plan was

their mills to supply the customers.                        not challenged in court .or, if chal-
This shortage is caused, in.part, by the lenged, was found valid. no further

inability of the Forest Service and the court review of the plan would be pos-
Bureau of Land Management to an-                            sible;
thorize sales and harvest of timber.                        Eighth, provide that ff a court 'en-

That is why I am introducing today Joined a new plan, the old plan could
a bill entitled the Land Management remain in effect, so that the agency

address the delays in the development es to
and implementation of forest plans~                         the agency action being challenged,
including sales of timber, caused by Ju-                    rather than being able to issue sweep-
dicial review. The bill will streamlin~

I

ing injunctions which effectively shut
and unify the Judicial review process.                      down all timber planning and sales.

The planning process for forest land~                       
The Land Management Review Act

is required by two laws:                                    
of 1989 would not limit in any way--

The first is the National Forest
and I emphasize, Mr. President, "in

Management Act of 1976, which ap-                           
any way"--the grounds which agency

plies to the Forest Service; and the
actions could be challenged.

second is the Federal Land Policy and
There is no change in the substan-

Management Act of 1976, which ap-                           
five law of the Clean Air Act, the

plies to the Bureau of Land Manage.-'                       Clean Water Act, the National Envi-
ment.                                                       

ronmental Planning Act, or any other
Many other laws apply to the plan-

ning process as well. These laws in-                        
lawr~ No changes to the substance of

clude the National Environmental any environmental statute dealing

Policy Act, the Endangered Species
with forest planning are being pro-

Act, the Clean Air Act, the Clean Dosed. The changes deal only with the

Water Act, and the Wilderness Act.                          procedures which apply to Judicial

There is, however, no set of coordi-                        
review. If a challenge to a plan or sale

nated roles concerning how decisions
is valid, it should be Upheld. However,

of the Forest Senrice and the Bureau
the process of planning and sales

of Land Management are reviewed by                          ' 
should not be allowed to the delayed

the courts. This has led to a confusing merely for the sake of delay. Decisions

array of Htigation, with the courts
must be made and implemented as

demonstrating a readiness to it, sue quickly as possible, and once imple-
mented should not be subject to end-

sweeping injunctions and to substitute
less, repeated challenges.

their Judgment for that of the agency.                      
To that end, Mr. President, I have

This hodge-podge of uncoordinated.

statutes has given opponents of
introduced this bill today in the hopes

agency decisions the ability to bring
that we can bring a rational basis for

the planning process and implementa-                        reviewing agency action and for ap-

tion of plans to a virtual standstill pesling them to appropriate courts.

This, in turn, has placed the timber in-                    
When the courts have made their deci-

sions on the agency, those plans can
dustry in serious Jeopardy as it strug-                     

be implemented; and the reviews that
gies to find harvestable timber to sub-

stitute for the large volume of timber
have been made are final.

on federal lands that is now, in effect,                    
Mr. President,' I ssk unanimous con-

unavailable to the industry.                                
sent that the text of the bill be print-

We must bring this " planning by ed in the RECOa~.

court injunction" to a halt. The proce-
dures under which agency decisions re-

garding timber management are re-

viewed by the courts must be rationa-

lized so that:

First, challenges to agency actions

are brought at the appropriate times;
Second, challenges to agency; deci- .

slons must have been preceded by the

challengers' full participation in the

agency decision;
Third, the appropriate courts are re-

viewing such decisions;
Fourth, decisions, once made by the

agencies and approved by the courts--

and I emphasize " approved by the

courts"--become final;

Fiftil. the courts use an ai~propriate
standard for reviewing agency deci-

sions, so that the courts are not able

to substitute their Judgment for that

of the agencies; and

SIxth. the remedies available to the

courts would be limited so that the

planning process is not brought to a

complete standstill pending court

review.


